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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a survey of different techniques in the field of computer vision and pattern recognition. Mainly this 

paper is to review and study of the different methods of object detection. We focused mainly on detection of objects 

from video sequence rather than object classification. In this survey we discuss background subtraction, optical flow, 

point detector, frame differencing to detect objects. We also compared accuracy and limitations of these methods. We 

also discuss the basics of object classification techniques. 

 

Index Terms—Object detection, object classification, Background subtraction. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Object detection is a challenging field in computer 

visualization and pattern analysis research area.  Object 

detection is detecting objects in video sequence and pixels of 

these objects [1]. There are many techniques which have been 

proposed and developed. 

In this paper we present different approaches of  detecting  

objects  using   different methods such  as frame  

differencing, optical  flow,  point detectors, background 

subtraction, temporal differencing. We have also evaluated 

the accuracy rate of these methods and identified the 

advantages and disadvantage of each method. 

We  have   also  discussed the  categorization methods and  

the feature types  of different methods of object detection 

such as edge  based feature type,  patch  based  feature type  

etc. We try to find out the comparison among the object 

classifying methods and   study the   accuracy rate and 

advantages among this methods. The future of this research 

area is very promising. The possible   prospective of 

discovering new methods of object detection, object 

classification is very high. 

 

2. OBJECT DETECTION 

Object detection and tracking are playing an important role 

in many   computer vision and pattern recognition 

applications such as video classification,   vehicle    

navigation, surveillance and autonomous robot routing. 

Object detection includes detecting objects and recognizing 

patterns in the  frame  of a video  sequence. An object 

detection mechanism is  needed in  any tracking method 

either  in each  frame  or when the object first appears in the 

video.  Using information in single frame is the most 

familiar method for object detection. Although some  of the  

object detection methods use  the  temporal information 

computed  from   analyzing  a  sequence  of frames  in order  

to reduce the number of fake detections and increase  

accuracy rate[2]. Few methods of object detection are 

described as follows. 

 

2.1    Frame differencing 
The presence of moving objects  in  a frame is found out  by  

calculating the  difference be- tween   two   successive  

images.   Frame   differencing   method has  a  strong  

adaptability  for a range  of dynamic environments, but  it 

also shows  errors  in obtaining complete outline of moving  

object,  which   is  responsible  for  the empty phenomenon, 

as a result  accuracy level of detection of moving object is 

very  low[4]. 

 

2.2    Optical Flow 
Optical   flow method [3] involves calculating  the   image   

optical  flow  field  and   doing clustering processing 
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according to  the  optical flow distribution characteristics of 

image.  This method can get the complete movement 

information of an object and it is useful  for detecting the  

moving object  from  the  background with the  85% 

accuracy,  but  this  method has  a few disadvantages 

including large  quantity of calculations, sensitivity to  noise,  

poor  anti-noise performance, which  make it not appropriate 

for real-time object detection and  tracking. 

 

2.3    Temporal Differencing 
Temporal differencing method uses  pixel- wise difference 

between two or three successive frames  in  a  video  imagery 

to  extract  moving regions   from  the  background[7]. It  is  

a  high adaptability with   dynamic scene  changes al- though  

it  cannot   always  extract   all  relevant pixels  of a 

foreground object mostly  when  the object  moves   slowly   

or  has  uniform  texture [5,6]. When  a foreground object 

stops  moving, temporal differencing method cannot  detect  

a change  between successive frames  and  results in  loss  of  

the  object.  Let  In(x)  represent the gray-level intensity  

value   at  pixel  position  x and   at  time   instance  n  of  

video   image   sequence  I, which  is in  the  range  [0, 255]. 

T is the threshold initially set to a pre-determined value. 

Lipton et al [5]. Developed two-frame temporal differencing 

scheme suggests that a pixel is moving if it satisfies the 

following [5] 

|I n(x)I n1(x)| > T [5] 

 

2.4    Point detectors 
Point   detectors  are  used   in  finding  some useful  points  

in images  which  have  an expressive  texture  in  their   

respective  localities   [9]. A useful   interest point   is one   

which   is in- variant to changes in illumination and camera 

viewpoint. Some commonly used interest point detectors 

include Moravecs detector, Harris detector, KLT detector, 

SIFT detector [8]. 

 

2.5    Background Subtraction 

One  consistent method  of  object  detection involves 

building a representation of the scene known as  the  

background model  and  finding deviations from  the  model  

for  each  incoming frame   in  the   video   images.   Any   

significant change   in an   image   region   from   the   back- 

ground model   is  noted  down  as  a  moving object. The 

pixels in the regions of the undergoing change are marked as 

moving objects and reserved for further processing. This 

process is referred to as the background subtraction. There  

are various methods of background sub- traction  as  

discussed  in  the  survey  [10]  are Frame differencing 

Region-based (or) spatial information, Hidden  Markov 

models (HMM) and  Eigen  space  decomposition[9]. 

 

Background subtraction has mainly two 

approaches: 

2.5.1    Recursive Algorithm 
Recursive techniques  for  background  sub- traction  [11]  

[12]  do   not   maintain  a  buffer for  background  

estimation. This  method  re- cursively updates a single  

background model based   on  each  input frame.  In  this  

situation, input  frames   from   distant  past   could   have an  

effect  on  the   current  background  model being  analyzed.  

Recursive techniques require a   smaller    amount  of   

storage  as   compared with   non-recursive techniques, but  

any  error in  the  background model   can  have  a  signifi- 

cant  effect  for  a  much  longer  period of time. This 

technique includes various methods such as approximate 

median, adaptive background, Gaussian of mixture [1]. 

 

2.5.2    Non Recursive Algorithm 

A non-recursive technique [11] [12]  uses a sliding-window 

approach for estimating changes  in  the  background.  The  

process   in- cludes  storing a buffer  of the previous L video 

frames  and  estimating the  background image based  on  the  

temporal variation of each  pixel within  the   buffer.   Non-

recursive  techniques have  high adaptability as they  do  not  

depend on  the  history beyond those  frames  stored in the  

buffer  as  in  recursive algorithms. On  the other   hand,  the  

storage  requirement  can  be very  vast  if a large  buffer  is 

needed to manage the  slow-moving data  traffic[1]. 

Simple  Background Subtraction[9]:In simple nbackground  

subtraction  an   absolute  differ- ence is taken  between every  

present image  It(x; y) and  the reference background image  

B(x; y)  to find  out  the  motion detection mask  D(x;y). The  

reference background  image  is  generally the  first  frame  

of a video,  without containing foreground  object. 
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Where is a threshold, which decides whether the pixel is 

foreground or background. If the absolute difference is 

greater than  or equal  to , the  pixel  is classified  as 

foreground; otherwise the  pixel  is classified  as 

background. 

The problem with  background subtraction [14], [13] is to 

automatically update the  back- ground from  the  incoming 

video   frame   and it  should be  able  to  overcome the  

following problems: 

· Motion in the  background 

· Illumination changes 

· Memory 

· Shadows 

· Camouflage 

· Bootstrapping 

 

3. FEATURE TYPES 
Most  of  the  object  detection methods  can be  categorized 

based  on  two  different feature types   edge based  feature 

type and  patch  based feature type. Recent researches show  

that a different feature type  can be achieved by com- bined  

the  edge  based  and  patch  based  feature type  [16-20]. 

A grouping of these  two  features which  in- cludes  all  the  

advantages of  both  the  feature types  and  removes the  

disadvantages is more useful   than  using  any  one  of  this  

individual feature  for  object  detection.  A  good   system 

needs  to be developed along  with  the advances in  

computational systems to  make  it possible to use both  

feature types  efficiently  and  in real time  manner 

 

3.1    Edge-based features 
Edge-based feature  type   methods [18]  ex- tract  the  edge  

map  of an  object  in  the  image being   analyzed  and   

identify  the   features  of the object in terms of edges. Some 

examples include [16, 17] Using  edges  as features is ad- 

vantageous over  other  features due  to various reasons 

[21]. Edges  are  extremely invariant to changes in  

illumination conditions and  varia- tions  in objects  colors  

and  textures. The object boundaries are represented well 

and the data  is analyzed efficiently  in  the  large  spatial 

extent of the  images. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Edge-based feature types for an example image 

 

3.2    Patch-based features 
The   other   prevalent  feature  type   besides edge   based   

features type  is  the  patch   based feature type,  which  uses  

appearance as mark- ers.  This  feature is being  used  for  

more  than two  decades [18], Edge-based features are  rel- 

atively  new  in comparison to patch  based  fea- ture  types.  

This  feature type  was  invented by Moravec  who  looked  

for local maxima of min- imum intensity gradients, which  he 

called  cor- ners and  selected  a patch  around these  corners. 

His  work  was  improved by  Harris, who  im- proved the 

method by making the new detector less  sensitive to  noise,  

edges,  and  anisotropic nature of  the  corners   proposed in.  

There  are two   main   variations  in  patch   based   feature 

type: 

1) Patches  of rectangular shapes containing 

the  characteristic boundaries  which   describes the  features 

of the  objects  [16]. These  features are generally referred to 

as the  local features. 

2) Irregular patches in  which  each  patch  is 

homogeneous or  similar  in  terms  of intensity or  texture. 

The  changes in  these  features are determined by  the  

boundary of  the  patches. These  features are  generally 

called  the  region- based  features.  A  better   approach  is  

to  use features that  may  be  small  or  big  in  order  to 

appropriately cover the size of the local feature such  that  the  

features are  more  robust across various images.   In  this  

less  storage space  is required [18].  

 

 

 

 
Fig.  2.  Patch-based feature  types   for  an  ex- ample   

image.   Feature types shown   in  (b)-(d) are  called  local 

features, while the  feature type shown  in (e) is called 

region-based features 
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4) Multiple objects moving in the scene both for long and 

short periods 

5) Occlusion [4] 

 

6    FUTURE SCOPE 
Video         surveillance        is         important security tools 

nowadays. It can track the objects/persons  but also  identify  

their behavior. For security reason  the video surveillance 

systems are used  in the traffic monitoring, banks,  ATM, 

automotive safety, many  computer vision  applications, 

including activity   recognition,  shops   and   public   places 

by using  detection of object and  motion based object  

tracking. Due  to  real  time  monitoring, the   users   check   

the   activities   and   take   the action  to avoid  unwanted 

incident. 

 

7    CONCLUSION 
In this survey paper all the main terminology of object 

detection have been addressed. These include object 

detection methods, feature selection and object classification. 

Most commonly used   and well recognized methods for 

these phases have  been explained in details. Different 

methods for object detection are like frame difference, optical 

flow and background subtraction. Most commonly used 

method is back- ground subtraction. The advance forward 

feature   of  methods behind the  object  detection can   be  

achieved  by  two   main   feature  types like  edge-based 

feature type  and  patch  based feature type. This theory is 

already proven so yet no practical implementation done  

without this  theory. Classification of objects is  one  of the  

most  important part  of an object detection system. Among 

the  many   methods of  object classification  most   of  the   

researchers  prefer texture based and color based object 

classification. Advance study may  open  the  paths  to find  

efficient  algorithms to  reduce  computational cost and to 

decrease the time required for detecting the  object  for 

variety of videos  containing different characteristics and  to 

increase accuracy rate. 
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